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Cultural Differences
between Vietnam
and America 1955-1975

In Vietgone, some characters have a harder time than others adjusting to life in America. While the emotional toll they’re experiencing is clearly a significant part of that, there is a large amount of culture shock
to deal with as well. Obviously, while language is the biggest barrier between the American and Vietnamese
characters in this play, there are some other significant differences as well.

FAmiLy And ELdER cARE

Huong: What kind of mother would I be if I left my son behind?
Khue: What kind of brother would I be if I let my sister go to America alone without her mother?
America: After World War II, the nuclear family model was common in the 50s and just starting to die out
in the 60s. Families might visit extended relatives, but most families wanted to own their own house with
an average of 2.5 kids and a dog. Since the early 1800s, almshouses and other facilities for the elderly
who were unable to care for themselves had been prevalent in America. These almshouses were later found
to be providing such low-quality care that they were closed and replaced by the current nursing home
facilities we are familiar with today.
Vietnam: Respect for elders was an important tenet. Families tended to stay together, if not in the same
home, then in the same city or town. Typically, three generations would live together, the oldest father in
charge of family traditions and values. The oldest father and wife shared head of household responsibilities equally: spiritually, morally, and legally. Instead of placing elderly family members into a care facility,
hospital, or otherwise when they needed extra care, they would frequently be cared for by someone within
the family, generally the oldest son.

Food

Huong:
fried they only taste like grease and salt.
America: Due to the population boom and the industrialization of the American food system, most food
was processed, included a lot of meat products, and came from a supermarket, where folks went shopping a week or more in advance. Military food was worse: there were A, B, and C level rations—“A”
meaning fresh food, “B” meaning partially canned, but served hot in a barracks (soldier’s quarters), and
“C” for field rations (all canned and packaged). The rations were upgraded slightly by further standardization in 1958 to Meal, Combat, Individual (MCI), but continued to be called “C-rations” or “Charlie
rats” by troops in the field.
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Vietnam: In Vietnam, many people were farmers and tended to shop every morning at open-air markets, obtaining fresh food locally from people they knew. Diet staples included more rice and fresh vegetables than
meat. Seafood was very popular due to its abundance. The Viet Cong had mainly rice for rations, cooked on
well-patrolled fires, and the North Vietnamese Army had ready-to-eat parched rice, which
carried the benefit of not requiring a fire.

American MCIs contained a meat-based entrée item, a bread
item, a spread, and a dessert item. The accessory pack included salt, pepper, sugar, instant coffee, non-dairy creamer,
2 pieces of candy-coated chewing gum, a packet of toilet
paper, a 4-pack of commercial-grade cigarettes, and a book
of 20 cardboard moisture-proof matches.

A modern-day Vietnamese open air floating market, located
in the city of Can Tho.

RomAntic RELAtionsHips

Tong: That's sorta the thing. I don't want anyone taking care of me.
Giai: But you're a woman.
Tong: I'm aware of my genitalia.
America: Young people were generally allowed to date, depending on their family’s rules. Dating wasn’t
always practiced for the purpose of marriage, but more for fun outings. After a couple had been dating
for a while, they might transition to “going steady,” where they became more serious with each other and
agreed not to date other people. When getting married, the woman typically took the man’s last name.
Divorce was uncommon and most women were homemakers while men were the breadwinners.
Vietnam: Dating as we know it was non-existent. “Dates” were heavily chaperoned, where a young man
would visit a young woman at her parents’ house with one or both parents present. Traditional marriages
were arranged by mai-dongs, matrimonial agents who brought the pair together and arranged the dowry,
or the price that the man’s family would pay in exchange for the woman’s family’s “loss” of a daughter.
Women and men kept their original names after marriage. Divorce was uncommon.

tRAnspoRtAtion
Giai:

America:
which was met with legislation to expand bus and rail systems. Federal funding for mass transit continued to grow, but couldn't keep up with America's vast sprawl. Cars were a solution to this spread. In the
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1950s, nearly 50 million cars were on the roads in America. For longer journeys, most used trains. In
the 1950s, air travel started becoming more accessible, but the plane cabins were not pressurized and
the flights were noisy and bumpy. However, in the 1960s, air travel started becoming more reasonable in
cost and comfort for the average person, and by the late 1960s, most railroads could no longer afford to
operate passenger trains due to a lack of profit.
Vietnam: The emphasis on motorcycles in Vietgone is not an overstatement. In the 1960s, they were
overshadowed only by the bicycle for convenience and profusion. Motorcycles were able to carry multiple
people as well as transport goods or packages. During the war, many motorbike taxi businesses opened
to ferry American soldiers. However, helmet-wearing on motorcycles did not become law in Vietnam until
2007. Railways were also common for longer trips: the rail system was owned and operated by the state.
The north-south main branch of the railroad was kept mostly in working order during the war despite
frequent bombings from both sides.

One of the most popular cars in America in the 1960s was
the iconic red 1964 Ford Mustang.

The most popular motorbike in Vietnam in the 1960s was the
South Vietnam.

sociAL cAusEs AFFEctEd by tHE viEtnAm WAR

The Vietnam War, in fact, actually helped to advance the rights of Vietnamese women. Like in the U.S.,
Vietnamese women stepped up during the war to fill the roles men had left vacant. In the 1930s before the
war, Vietnam’s The Women’s Union was implemented to push for women’s rights, which included paid maternity leave for government employees and equal pay for women. Some of these newly vacant roles were
in traditional jobs, such as farming or government, but others were involved in the war effort itself. Women
joined up as village patrol guards, intelligence agents, propagandists, and military recruiters. Meanwhile,
The Women’s Union continued to advocate for women, and in the middle of the war, the 1960 Marriage
and Family Law was passed, which outlawed forced marriage, child marriage, wife beating, and concubinage, among other issues. However, after the war ended, The Women’s Union was not seen as a crucial
organization by the new government, and while it was possible for women be involved in politics, it didn’t
happen immediately.
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cuLtuRE cLAsH

These cultural dissimilarities were highlighted when some Vietnamese fled to America after the fall of
Saigon. About 231,000 Vietnamese persons arrived in the U.S. in the 1980’s. The country put them
up in military posts such as Fort Chaffee, the one the main characters of Vietgone live in. The camp
attempted to place people with host families all around the U.S. who could help them learn about
American culture, and local colleges set up English classes. Army Nurses and Volunteer Red Cross
nurses provided medical care to these political refugees, including delivering new babies! Soon after
arrival, the Vietnamese established both a newspaper and a bilingual radio station to make the transmission of information easier within Fort Chaffee.

think about it
Have you ever experienced a culture different from your own?

Imagine if you had to move to a country where you didn’t speak the language and there were
many cultural differences.
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